EAST

STARTING LINEUP

LE LT LG C RG RT RE
Fitch Savitsy Dickerson Snaidack Dobelstein 60 5 42 53 63 44 17

QB Deldebrun 45

LH Evans 41

FB Breslin 36

RH Fisher

80 Arcoclla, h
36 Beaslin, h
20 Copoulos, h
41 Deldebrun, h
42 Dickerson, g
88 DiStazio, c
63 Dobelstein, g
58 Drazenovich, b
45 Rees, g

OFFICIALS
Referee—Lewis "Dutch" Comler, St. Mary's
Umpire—Bill Fisher, St. Mary's
Head Linesman—Jimmie Hole, Michigan State

WEST

PROBABLE STARTING LINEUP

LB LT LG C RG RT RE
Lorenz 83 McChesney 22 Hemind 66 Wheeler 88 Giske 20 Dickey 68 Nelson 61

QB Price 48

LH Leicht 47

FB Stevens 47

RH Walker 37

17 Adels, h
84 Patricks, e
61 Dickey, c
77 Board, c
11 Kentfield, b
46 Klein, t
47 Stevens, b
85 Lorena, c
81 Robinson, h

OFFICIALS
Field Judge—Edwd Woodback, Chicago
Time—J. Rufus Klavans, Chicago
Assistant Linesmen—Lee Bissett, Oregon State;
Edwd Allison, Oklahoma, and Hal Saunders